Selection of patients with indications for robotic surgery based on personalized anatomical variations
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The use of minimally invasive surgery has rapidly increased with the development of endoscopic devices and procedures. Laparoscopic gastrectomy, including laparoscopic total gastrectomy and laparoscopic proximal gastrectomy, are frequently performed especially in East Asian countries. In these conventional laparoscopic surgical procedures, several endoscopic systems provide a magnified view with full high-definition images. Therefore, surgeons can recognize anatomical microstructures such as small vessels and nerves, leading to the meticulous performance of surgical procedures. Laparoscopic surgeons, however, must manipulate long-shaft instruments fixed with ports under a two-dimensional view in these conventional laparoscopic procedures.

Robot-assisted surgery provides two main advantages: a three-dimensional (3D) view and flexibility of instrumentation. Many surgeons have considered that such advantages of robotic systems make the performance of minimally invasive surgery more meticulous and may improve short- and/or long-term surgical outcomes. According to some previous studies, however, the benefits of robotic surgery over laparoscopic surgery remain unclear (1,2). Kim et al. (2) identified no significant differences in postoperative outcomes between robotic and laparoscopic gastrectomy. According to some previous studies, however, the benefits of robotic surgery over laparoscopic surgery remain unclear (1,2). Kim et al. (2) identified no significant differences in postoperative outcomes between robotic and laparoscopic gastrectomy. Although their study confirmed the feasibility and safety of performing robotic gastrectomy, robotic surgery was associated with significantly longer operation times and greater financial costs than laparoscopic surgery. Furthermore, a 3D laparoscopic system with full high-definition images was recently developed for conventional laparoscopic surgery, and its use has rapidly increased. The advantage of the 3D view in robotic surgery will soon disappear. Therefore, we should focus on the other advantages of robotic surgery, such as the flexibility of instrumentation.

It seems that the flexibility of instrumentation in robotic surgery has dramatically improved the precision and safety of complicated procedures. However, no significant differences in short- and long-term outcomes between robotic and laparoscopic gastrectomy have been identified. In fact, some expert laparoscopic surgeons often perform high-quality laparoscopic gastrectomy, including D2 resection and/or laparoscopic total gastrectomy, that has no room for improvement using robotic surgery. Recent data may reflect this high-quality laparoscopic surgery performed by experts. However, even experts cannot always perform laparoscopic gastrectomy with the same quality as robotic surgery in all patients with gastric cancer. For example, each patient has specific anatomical variations in the celiac artery, common hepatic artery, splenic artery, and pancreas, and these variations affect the quality of suprapancreatic lymph node (LN) dissection. Figure 1 shows a 3D simulation of the suprapancreatic view based on enhanced computed tomography images. In such cases, it is difficult to perform suprapancreatic LN dissection during laparoscopic surgery because the pancreas is positioned in front of the celiac artery and splenic artery. The surgical instruments cannot reach such a suprapancreatic region without great difficulty. Figure 2 shows a 3D simulation of the suprapancreatic view of another patient who underwent D2 LN dissection. In this case, the suprapancreatic region was viewed through the laparoscope without rolling or pushing the pancreas,
and the surgical instruments could easily reach this region without the flexibility provided by robotic surgery. Most experts can perform high-quality laparoscopic surgery in such patients (total gastrectomy with D2 LN dissection) without the need for improvement by robotic surgery. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the recent development of 3D simulation provides surgeons with precise preoperative information about patients’ individual anatomical variations. Therefore, surgeons can gain a preoperative understanding of these specific anatomical variations, which affect the difficulties encountered in gastrectomy, and decide which patients are suitable for laparoscopic surgery or robotic surgery. Considering the cost-effectiveness of the use of robots, it may be better to select patients with specific anatomical variations that are not suitable for laparoscopic surgery as well as patients with certain tumor conditions. Regardless of early/advanced cancer, D1+/D2 LN dissection, or distal/total gastrectomy, a subset of patients has specific anatomical variations suitable for laparoscopic surgery while another subset of patients has variations that may be more suitable for robotic surgery.

The focus of cancer treatment worldwide is moving toward personalized therapy with anticancer reagents. In gastric surgery, it may be time to establish personalized surgeries based on preoperative information regarding individual anatomical variations and tumor conditions. In open surgery for gastric cancer, surgeons always modify their approach based on the intraoperative findings. The procedures of laparoscopic gastrectomy have recently been standardized in each institution, but some experts have several different approaches for the same procedures and select the most suitable approach among them based on the intraoperative findings. Using preoperative 3D simulation, surgeons can now intuitively obtain intraoperative images before surgery. Using such 3D simulation images, expert surgeons can preoperatively select the most suitable approach among several of their own approaches in conventional laparoscopic surgery. In addition, these experts can evaluate the difficulties in laparoscopic surgery for each patient with gastric cancer using preoperative 3D simulation images. Therefore, the difficulties in laparoscopic procedures can now be evaluated preoperatively, and the indication for robotic surgery can be determined in each case considering the cost-effectiveness of this technique. In some patients with anatomical variations suitable for laparoscopic surgery, robotic surgery does not contribute to the patients who may pay part of its cost. Thus, only patients who definitively require robotic surgery should be selected for this procedure based on their personalized anatomical variations.
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